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2017 Northwestel
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Tournament Details
1.

PLAYING RULES
This competition will be conducted under the most recent Futsal Laws of the
Game produced by FIFA and modified by the following rules.
All games will end/start on the hour and on the half hour. The venue timekeeper
will signal the time. All games will be a maximum of 30 minutes running time. Age
9 and under will have a half time break.
Age 9 and under will give the keepers 5 meters of space once the keeper has
possession of the ball in their hands.

2.

TEAM COMPOSITION
Underage players and two overage players are permitted upon approval by the
Tournament Marshal, Victor Lavanderos. This exception is to allow teams to be
formed and is not intended to give a known advantage.

3.

POINT SCORING DURING ROUND ROBIN PLAY
Win = 3 points
Tie = 2 points
Loss = 1 point
Coaches of both teams must hand in the scores after their game to the event
kiosk. The kiosk attendant will fill in the scoreboard.

4.

EXCESSIVE SCORING
In games where one teams wins by more than 6 goals, that team will be credited
with a 6 goal victory, for example if a team wins 13 -2, that result will be recorded
as 8-2 and used in calculation of tie breakers where necessary.

5.

BREAKING TIES AFTER ROUND-ROBIN PLAY TO DETERMINE STANDINGS
FOR PLAYOFFS
a) Results between tied teams - winner places higher.
b) Team with the most wins.
c) Goal Differential (goals FOR minus goals AGAINST).
d) Least goals against.
e) Coin toss.

6.

BREAKING TIES IN SEMI-FINALS OR FINALS FOR ALL DIVISIONS
a) A shoot-out will determine winner. Three players from each team will shoot
penalties alternately. Winner of coin toss chooses to shoot first or second.
b) If still tied after three kicks taken, the teams will take alternate penalty kicks,
until one team has scored more goals than the other with both teams having
taken the same number of kicks. The three players used for the initial shootout
cannot take a second kick until all players, including goalkeeper, have taken a
penalty kick.

7.

PLAYOFFS
The top four teams will advance to semi-finals. The winner of the final will have
their photo taken for the YSA website. Ribbons will be given to all participants.

8.

PROPER SOCCER ATTIRE
Casts and jewelry are not permitted. Jeans, jean shorts, or pants/shorts with
metal buttons or straps hanging, or any street clothing is not allowed to be worn
during games.
All players must wear the appropriate colour shirt or pinnie for their team. The
referee makes the final decision whether or not a player can play.
Shin guards are mandatory. Coaches/teams are responsible to supply their own
shin guards.
Players must wear indoor or turf soccer or running shoes. Outdoor soccer shoes
with cleats are not allowed.

9.

DISPUTE MECHANISM
All coaches are required to attend the Coach Meeting prior to the first game. All
coaches are reminded to respect the decisions of the referees and the Head
Referee, Arnold Hedstrom. Questions and concerns should be directed to the
division coordinator who will report to the Tournament Marshal, Victor
Lavanderos.

Please remember the fair play code of conduct for parents, caregivers,
supervisors, players and coaches. Respect opponents, do your best, help your
teammates and have fun 

